
Guided Reading Questions

Teaching Challenging Texts
Adventures of Huckleberry Finn

What Is It?
This Guided Reading Questions document will help you position the Adventures of Huckleberry Finn text to 
your 21st century students using the critical lenses of relevance, voice, and identity. These three critical factors 
directly impact the way students read and engage with a text. Your responsibility during this process will be to

• cull out the relevance of the text that speaks to each student individually,
• allow a safe space where they can assert their independent and developing voices, and
• encourage them to explore the definition of their unique identities.

You can do this by listening to them carefully and asking them honest questions about their thoughts. 
Empower them by inviting them to research and write about their perspectives. Convince your students that 
their thoughts and ideas are worth the oxygen of expression. This will help them stay engaged, drill deep into 
the text, and fully own their reading experiences.

How to Begin
As you guide your students through Adventures of Huckleberry Finn, use any of the thematic questions below 
to facilitate open discourse of the text. Encourage your students to freely participate in discussions, openly 
share their thoughts and ideas with their peers, and boldly question the themes in the novel. Doing so will 
support a safe environment for your students to appreciate each other’s unique perspectives and learn to 
engage in civil discourse.

The following suggestions are organized by theme or topic. You may decide to use one or more, or create your 
own. Also, be sure to remind your students that taking notes is important because they will use their 
discoveries as a resource for subsequent activities.
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5. Truth …………………………………………………………...…………………….. 4
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1. Home

Opener Home is a theme throughout this novel. When you think of the word and image of home, what do 
you think? What do you see? What do you feel?

Whole 
Group 
Discussion 

• What does the concept of home mean to both Huck and Jim in the early chapters? 

• How do Huck and Jim define home as they are together on the raft?

• What are the most important elements in Huck and Jim’s “home-life” in the latter chapters?

For Students

As you read the novel, identify and examine the images and concepts of home that Huck and Jim 
encounter. How do they compare and contrast? What do these other examples teach them?  

Consider other examples in the novel:

• Widow and Miss Watson

• Pap Finn

• The raft

• Grangerfords/Shepherdsons

• Wilks

• Phelps’ farm

2. Character

Opener

We are all characters, aren’t we? Like characters in literature or television or videos, we, too, 
take on different personas, or roles, with people we meet. For example, depending on our 
audience, we adjust and change our voices, expressions, word choice, and even our body 
posture. Part of our character also includes our selection of clothes, the rhythm and tone of our 
voices, and even how we walk or sit. Character includes everything we think of to convey intent 
and meaning.

Whole Group 
Discussion 

Think about it: Are you the same character, or person, with all of your teachers? The same with 
family members? The same with friends?

For Students Choose one or more categories of character to discuss:

1. Difference

Have you ever thought about how it feels to be different? To be considered not one of the group. 
The Other? And if you have had this experience or know someone who has, what do YOU think 
about that?

As you read the novel, examine and trace how Huck Finn and Jim do NOT fit the norm. Also 
examine and compile a list of moments, conversations, and incidents in the novel that allow you 
to track Huck and Jim’s development and understanding of themselves and of each other.

Among the memorable characters are Col. Sherburn and Boggs. Reread Huck’s description of 
Col. Sherburn’s encounter with Boggs and Sherburn’s soliloquy* to the mob outside his home. 
Now, examine Col. Sherburn and “the mob,” analyzing and assessing their impact first on Huck 
Finn and, then, on you, the reader. (*Soliloquy: Speaking one’s thoughts, with or without an 
audience, such as Marc Antony’s funeral oration in The Tragedy of Julius Caesar.)
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2. Stereotype

Sometimes, others “assume they know” a person (or thing or place) simply because of the way 
a person looks, dresses, or sounds. Sometimes, a particular geographical region is stereotyped 
because of presumed traits and its physical location. 

Examine and analyze the character Mary Jane Wilks in light of Huck Finn’s stereotype and his 
final evaluation of her (Chapter 28). The terms “grit” and “sand” are in the Explanatory 
Vocabulary section. How and why does Huck change his recognition and evaluation of her?

3. Inference

Whenever I have any free time, even a moment, my head is buried in a book, magazine, or 
newspaper, always with my headphones on. If you observed this tendency, you could infer that I 
might be a bookworm, one who enjoys being quiet and left alone, a workaholic, or all of the 
above!

Inference and point of view (POV) occur throughout this novel. The time frame takes place 
before the Civil War (1861–1865). Slavery in the South, a series of Fugitive Slave Laws, Anti-
Slavery Societies, and Reward Bulletins for runaway slaves and bounties for captured 
abolitionists abounded. The scene between Pap Finn and the Free Professor (Chapter 6) uses 
inference and illustrates three points of view/perspectives and voices of 19th Century America: 

• The South, circa 1840s

• Pap Finn: The South

• The Free Professor: The North 

Reread this section: Pap Finn tells what happened to him in town to Huck, his son whom Pap is 
holding hostage. Consider what Pap Finn says about his rights as Huck’s father vs. the opinion 
of the court and his encounter with the Free Professor. Identify inference and POVs, as 
illustrated in the text.

4. Geography

Not all characters in this novel are human. Often, authors use places, objects, and even animals 
to create contrasting characters. Mark Twain uses the Mississippi River as a character in the 
novel. 

Examine the role of the Mississippi River as a character that enables, protects, and sometimes 
endangers Jim and Huck. Also, explore how the Mississippi River provides an environment that 
allows Jim and Huck to change their own attitudes about each other and society when they are 
on the river together and when they are on land, interacting with other people.

5. Character of 
the Mob

Compare and contrast Huck’s description of the mob with the King and Duke along with his 
description of the mob and Col. Sherburn. Be sure to list differences and similarities and include 
any thoughts or questions that interest you.

3. Family

Opener

A term with which we are all familiar is “family.” The term and very idea of family runs through 
this novel. Mark Twain has Huck and Jim experience not only their own understanding and 
definitions of this word, but also experience other new insights into what family comes to mean 
in the novel.

Whole Group 
Discussion 

How do you think about and define this word? For some, this term refers to an extended family, 
a concept that can include both direct and indirect relations. Yet, another idea of family could 
include no direct relation. Again, family can include friends who feel like family. In addition, this 
term can include a person or persons who have no one or can mean complete separation from 
direct family. So, this term has undergone many iterations, or additional layers of meaning.
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For Students

As you read, select one or more of the variations to examine: 

• Huck’s back and forth between the Widow and Miss Douglas and Pap Finn, along with the 
role of the courts  

• Jim’s separation from his family

• The Grangerfords/Shepherdsons, along with Sophia Grangerford and Harney Shepherdson

• Jack and the slave community (“the Quarters”) on the Grangerford plantation

• Mary Jane Wilks’ concern about the separated slave family

Feel free to add other examples as you read.

4. Voice

Opener

You have a VOICE. You use your voice everyday. Sometimes you use your voice to attract 
attention; to compliment; to argue/persuade; to endear yourself to another; to irritate others; to 
create humor; or to make a serious point.

Your voice matures with you. We can even control which voice to use, depending on the moment 
and the occasion. Which voice do you use when you are trying your best to convince an adult 
about something you want to do, knowing that your initial ask must convince the adult to give in 
and say yes?

Conscience can be described as that little voice inside you, instructing, reminding, and even 
warning you. Have you ever been told more than once not to do something, or you’d be hurt? 
Even with warning, you decided to do “it” anyway. As you decide to do “it,” you also heard the 
small voice inside your head saying, “Don’t!” Or, your voice tells you to apologize, but you just 
don’t want to do it. These are examples of conscience.

Jim and Huck’s voices and consciences change throughout the novel, shaped by their 
experiences together and apart, in calm and perilous times.

Whole Group 
Discussion 

How do you use your voice in a variety of settings/situations? Give examples of how you change 
your voice when necessary.

For Students
As you read the novel, think about and take notes on how each character establishes and 
develops his or her voice and makes you, the reader, aware of the character’s conscience. Save 
all your notes.

5. Truth

Opener
Truth: This is a word we know very early in life. Do we really understand the full meaning of the 
word?

Whole Group 
Discussion 

Is truth the actual and irrefutable fact? Or, does truth have variations? Explore what this word 
means to you and share with the class.

For Students

In the novel, Huck and Jim, as well as other characters, tell the truth, tell lies, and even present 
lies as the truth.

Think about how Mark Twain presents and compels readers to examine the word truth. Think 
about Mark Twain’s purpose in doing so. Jot down specific examples with chapter numbers for 
later research and reference. 4



6. Language

Opener
One of the challenges this novel has always represented is language: Mark Twain’s use of 
dialect, racial slurs, and incorrect grammar. Words are important because we convey much of 
our meaning through them and our arrangement of them.

Whole Group 
Discussion 

Because we all come from different geographical regions and countries, many of us can say one 
word in many different ways. This is called dialect. For example, examine these varied 
pronunciations of words we all know and use but are pronounced differently, depending on 
where one lives: 

Hair (har—West Texas)                       Because (‘cause; cuz; ‘kase—many regions)

Better (bettah—Massachusetts)       Friend (fren’—many regions)

Was (wuz—many regions)                  Again (agin—Southern regions)

Now think about and share examples of words and phrases that are unique to your geographical 
region and words that you may not have known you were pronouncing in a different way, such 
as was.

For Students

Select one of the three passages below and examine how Mark Twain uses language. As you 
slow down and analyze the passage, consider the following: 

• Does the passage still read as you initially thought it did when you first read it?

• Do you have questions after your close read that you did not have before?

• Has the passage’s meaning and effect changed your point of view or initial understanding?

Passage 1

“Why, yes, dat’s so; I—I’d done forgot it. A harem’s a bo’d’n-house, I reck’n. Mos’ likely dey has 
rackety times in de nussery. En I reck’n de wives quarrels considable; en dat ’crease de racket. 
Yit dey say Sollermun de wises’ man dat ever live’. I doan’ take no stock in dat. Bekase why: 
would a wise man want to live in de mids’ er sich a blim-blammin’ all de time? No—’ deed he 
wouldn’t. A wise man ’ud take en buil’ a biler-factry; en den he could shet down de biler-factry
when he want to res’.” “Well, but he was the wisest man, anyway; because the widow she told 
me so, her own self.” “I doan k’yer what de widder say, he warn’t no wise man nuther. He had 
some er de dad-fetchedes’ ways I ever see. Does you know ’bout dat chile dat he ’uz gwyne to 
chop in two?” “Yes, the widow told me all about it.” “Well, den! Warn’ dat de beatenes’ notion in 
de worl’? You jes’ take en look at it a minute. Dah’s de stump, dah—dat’s one er de women; 
heah’s you—dat’s de yuther one; I’s Sollermun; en dish yer dollar bill’s de chile. Bofe un you 
claims it. What does I do? Does I shin aroun’ mongs’ de neighbors en fine out which un you de 
bill do b’long to, en han’ it over to de right one, all safe en soun’, de way dat anybody dat had 
any gumption would? No; I take en whack de bill in two, en give half un it to you, en de yuther
half to de yuther woman. Dat’s de way Sollermun was gwyne to do wid de chile. Now I want to 
ast you: what’s de use er dat half a bill?—can’t buy noth’n wid it. En what use is a half a chile? I 
wouldn’ give a dern for a million un um.” “But hang it, Jim, you’ve clean missed the point—
blame it, you’ve missed it a thousand mile.” “Who? Me? Go ’long. Doan’ talk to me ’bout yo’ 
pints. I reck’n I knows sense when I sees it; en dey ain’ no sense in sich doin’s as dat. De ’spute
warn’t ’bout a half a chile, de ’spute was ’bout a whole chile; en de man dat think he kin settle a 
’spute ’bout a whole chile wid a half a chile doan’ know enough to come in out’n de rain. Doan’ 
talk to me ’bout Sollermun, Huck, I knows him by de back.” (Chapter 14)

Passage 2

But me and Jim was consulting—and thinking. And after we’d thought a minute, I says: “Say it, 
Jim.” So he says: “Well, den, dis is de way it look to me, Huck. Ef it wuz him dat ’uz bein’ sot 
free, en one er de boys wuz to git shot, would he say, ‘Go on en save me, nemmine ’bout a 
doctor f’r to save dis one?’ Is dat like Mars Tom Sawyer? Would he say dat? You bet he wouldn’t! 
well, den, is Jim gywne to say it? No, sah—I doan’ budge a step out’n dis place ’dout a doctor, 
not if it’s forty year!” (Chapter 40) 5



7. Style

Opener
rhetoric/writing; figures of speech; usage of the Bible, Shakespeare 

metaphor, simile, anaphora, epistrophe, dialect, allusion, appeal, argument, example, 
deduction, definition, comparison/contrast, inference

Whole Group 
Discussion 

In order to illustrate regional dialect, slang, and rhythmic patterns of speech, writers and, yes, 
we, too, use punctuation and the cutting off of letters from the beginning, middle, or end of 
words. Remember the words list in Language? Take the word because and its varied forms: 
‘cause; cuz; and ‘kase. Each “cutting of letter(s)” creates a different speech pattern, thereby 
creating a style of language. 

Now try your hand at cutting from the beginning, middle, and end of words to create a style of 
speech. Work together and share with your classmates.

For Students

Using one or more of the passages above, now examine and analyze Mark Twain’s writing. 
Individually or in a group, consider the following:

• Identify the figures of speech you see. After you identify each one, discuss and describe the 
effect on you, the reader.

• Examine Mark Twain’s use and effect of the Bible in Passage 1.

• Trace and describe how Mark Twain builds argument in Passage 3 through Jim. Be sure to 
include the strategies Mark Twain uses; some are listed above.

Passage 3

He was saying how the first thing he would do when he got to a free State he would go to saving 
up money and never spend a single cent, and when he got enough he would buy his wife, which 
was owned on a farm close to where Miss Watson lived; and then they would both work to buy 
the two children, and if their master wouldn’t sell them, they’d get an Ab’litionist to go and steal 
them. It most froze me to hear such talk. He wouldn’t ever dared to talk such talk in his life 
before. Just see what a difference it made in him the minute he judged he was about free. … My 
conscience got to stirring me up hotter than ever, until at last I says to it, “Let up on me—it ain’t
too late yet—I’ll paddle ashore at the first light and tell.” I felt easy and happy and light as a 
feather right off. All my troubles was gone. I went to looking out sharp for a light, and sort of 
singing to myself. By and by one showed. Jim sings out: “We’s safe, Huck, we’s safe! Jump up 
and crack yo’ heels! Dat’s de good ole Cairo at las’, I jis knows it!” … He jumped and got the 
canoe ready, and put his old coat in the bottom for me to set on, and give me the paddle; and as 
I shoved off, he says: “Pooty soon I’ll be a-shout’n’ for joy, en I’ll say, it’s all on accounts o’ 
Huck; I’s a free man, en I couldn’t ever ben free ef it hadn’ ben for Huck; Huck done it. Jim won’t 
ever forgit you, Huck; you’s de bes’ fren’ Jim’s ever had; en you’s de only fren’ ole Jim’s got 
now.” I was paddling off, all in a sweat to tell on him; but when he says this, it seemed to kind of 
take the tuck all out of me. (Chapter 16)
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